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Abstract - Image segmentation is of the major model in health care region. Here we have filtered the disease out of all to test
our system, namely diabetic retinopathy (DR). It causes dangers to the eye retina. First, it will damage the blood vessels to the
eye which results in blindness. In our system, we have proposed a special scheme to show the image by segmentation for the
accurate area which gets damaged by the diabetic retinopathy. Feature extraction was also shown up to the image, all this
concept was implemented in the Mat Lab platform in simulation for getting the accuracy level up to the best when comparing
with the existing model. The algorithm uses the published database for testing the segmentation model in depth for bringing
the result, also methods like texturing, filtering, coloring, etc., was used in this concept for a clear view. There some images
were tested from funded images for the collaborations and the speed of the system. When comparing the result with existing
we have achieved the segmentation very well.
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1. Introduction
More healthcare devices were operating in the medical field but in image accuracy, only some are very good. In software, a
number of concepts were using based on classifiers. Some parts in the body may not very clear in the image, some may have a
clear view in that cases retina types of diseases are not accurate nowadays. We are going to satisfy this area further. In the
diabeticarea, we have filtered diabetic retinopathy is the most dangerous area for spoiling the eye to blindness. Some concept
has the model to show the area defects but in the image, there are no other options to see our proposed system. Here we have
used the segmentation concept, feature extraction and number of other schemes is introduced. Such schemes are introduced
and tested using the funded images in this paper. Simulation program called mat lab was used in to test the area. In existing,
there are a number of disadvantages we have, auto detection of the retina type of diseases is not accurate and speed. DR will
have some leakage in the eye retina. In the early stage, it should be detected and shown up to the doctor through the model.
Sometime new vessels will grow suddenly in the retina area to spoil the vision this kind of disease is also dangerous to the eye.
Diabetic patients are having this disease and struggle without any guidance, so we have proposed the schemes to produce the
affected area in the retina with some features called texturing and coloring. Some funded pictures were used to see the result
accuracy in depth.
2. Related Work
Survey as per the researchers, we have discussed some points which are suiting our area and detection scheme for the diabetic
patient. There more schemes are not using the image segmentation concept because it is taking more time to give an accurate
image [1]. Detecting the funded images was giving the practice testing the area and there some images are not clear. In that
cases how the images are tested correctly is also listed correctly [2], [3] Testing in real-world scheme, we have used level
communication for speed up the data communication using the image relating the application and feature extraction terms and
further [4], some technology used for transmitting the image data without any image segmentation, it was created for the
immediate transmission but here it was used in medical devices for giving flexibilities to the people in the world. There is a
number of advantages and disadvantages are discussed, using this system we have proposed the scheme in the automation
model for reducing the scheme disadvantages. Some non-uniform images will not be filtered in the special section in that point
of view authors are telling to for the extraction to reduce the time of detection [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], Automation scheme also
hasanother type for displaying the scenarios. These options were considered for image communication and device satisfaction.
There is more area to satisfy the fast communication, but in our system, we have proposed the accuracy concept for satisfying
the speed of patient type of network applications that are relating the retinal disease. Another type of approach is called optic
based detection will move everything to the area and compare the original image to previous [10], [11]. Moving from one place
to another place is not a matter but in Speedway is very important than all. In our system, we have achieved speed and
accuracy further. There are number options are taken after the more survey was reached by the researchers. Here we have
surveyed the system very well for comparison and satisfying the system to bring a good architect and based communication.
Security problems in device, segmentation and texture were displayed on comparison satisfactions [12], [13] and recent
concepts and area are discussed for implementing the diabetic based retina image communication in further [14], [15], [16].
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We proposed the Segmentation based image communication with the automation platform for satisfying the system to the
diabetic patient. We have compared the funded images and non-funded images with scheme satisfaction to the users in the
future. So we have proposed the scheme in image methods for satisfaction. We proposed the library images for running the
system at high speed and for increasing the accuracy to the high for satisfying the patient for making this product good. In
Figure 1, we have step by step concept for image processing and in this concept, we have used retina funded images for seeing
the accuracy with the existing scheme.

Figure 1 System Model
In this model, we have introduced the request based scheme for producing the image. Datasets were processed in more types
like segmentation, preprocessing, enhancement and classification. Class diagram as shown in Figure 2, we have introduced
more separation concept in this model.

Figure 2 Class Diagram
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Segmentation and Preprocessing
Segmentation is also known as separation, here there is some table as listed in Figure 3 is separated as requested. There are
some values are separated from the table and divided into two, those values are preprocessed by the segmentation. Then send
it to the enhancement further.

Figure 3 Segmentation
Here we have to enhance the preprocessed data from the segmentation for seeing the neighbor values for extraction and the
texturing. The median value is important for choosing the particular area from the image and for medical images it may be
implemented in software as an option. As shown in Figure 4, a number of values filtered from the table for calculating the
median values.

Figure 4 Image enhancement
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction will be using the dataset that was enhanced from the segmentation. We have two types as follows
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)
It is purely used for reducing the gray area in the image pixel. Later it will be in combination for getting the result from the
point. In the image, their number of small co-occurrence will come in that cases proposed system will come forward to give a
clear image. Usage of this model we have achieved the result as good as previous
1. Sparse representations classification (SRC)
This technique is used to classify the pixel in depth for representation. This is the best classifier out of all by coming to
represent the particular area in the image and the pixel.
Classification
Finally the classification we show the particular area in different methods as we want as shown in Fig.5. This is the final
concept to produce the image without any fault.
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Figure 5 image Classification
By this system, we can also produce in pixel presentation for the diabetic patient’s disease image. This scheme is full of
automation without any commanding. Hence we have achieved the accuracy using the mat lab as discussed in result evaluation.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 6 Training data and Execution
In Figure2, see the accuracy with that the projected system can classify the user data from the analysis set using Automated
Segmentation using MAT lab. Again, here you'll be able to observe that with the increasing variety of iterations in coaching,
associate inthe ever bigger level of accuracy is achieved. Upon completion of the coaching, the analysis set was given a final
classification to determine the accuracy with that the projected system will classify the images. The accuracy achieved on the
coaching information – or the proportion of retina image was ready to classify properly.
5. Conclusion
In Image processing, we have introduced the automated image segmentation or processing using some unique features, it has a
number of options to extract the image and processing for the future, we have also tested the funded images with the other or
old images for comparison. It has given the good accuracy on simulation using the MAT lab program. In the future, this scheme
can be implemented for the other parts of human image segmentation or processing.
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